
Minutes of the NTFP EP INDIA MEETING IN AMBIKAPUR, Chhattisgarh; 13TH 14TH AND 15TH 
NOVEMBER 2011 

The meeting began with the introduction of NTFP-EP India and where it is now, with regard to 
its work and direction. Increasingly, it seemed that the partners were focused in their own work 
or a project – which is not a bad thing in itself – rather than build the network. This means that 
we need to find common issues that engage us within the framework of NTFP-EP. Besides this, 
rights and conservation need to be married but how can EP go about it? The EP-network needs 
to be looked at as a strategy to address larger issues. 

Despite the large distances that people had to travel to get to Sarguja the venue was chosen 
with the explicit aim of learning more about Chhattisgarh. The multiple problems that beset the 
state; the new NGOs that are a part of the Ecosystem Alliance work; ideas for integrating 
NTFP work with overarching issues of forest rights and policy; and to update each other with 
news and future plans. 

The first sessions began with Chhattisgarh and central India, Mehendi Lal leading with the work 
of his organization, Margadarshak Seva Sansthan, which has been engaged in resisting coal 
mining in a block that encompasses 100 villages in Sarguja district. They have continuously used 
the FRA and the PESA to resist mining; they have used many other tactics too including rasta-
roko, padyatras as well as a mass “mundane” ceremony as a mock mourning for the apparent 
death of the forest! Their struggle continues; the Jindal group has requisitioned the state for a 
15 lakh ha area of forest for mining coal. 

Other issues that were mentioned during Mehendi’s and other sessions (Vivek, Ramgulam) 
concerned a) the displacements due to so much mining, as in Jashpur district, b) more than 35 
MoUs have been signed with the state government and c) about 170 kms of river lengths have 
been handed over to private companies. 

PESA and FRA are being used as tools with support from RTI to tackle these problems and a 
petition has been filed by Margdarshak Seva Sanstha in the High court challenging the PESA in 
urban areas under the 74th Constitutional Amendment. J.P.Rao offered to send a Supreme Court 
order regarding this to Mehendilal.  

Ramgulam gave an overview of the state touching on various issues – loss of diversity of 
indigenous crops, water, his organization’s (PRERAK) work with the FRA and the states claim 
that there is almost cent percent completion of FRA claims!  

Nagji described the cultural diversity of Bastar, touching upon the various tribal communities 
and their nuances.  

Vivek, from VIKALP in Madhya Pradesh and engaged at the fringes of the Kanha National Park 
presented some of the issues that he has been working with. Apparently 27 forest villages from 
within the Park have been relocated; most of these villages are those of the Baiga people, a 
particularly vulnerable tribal group. Vivek also pointed out that 
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o 7 SEZs have been commissioned and 10, 00,000 acres of ‘wasteland’ are being reserved 
for bio fuel plantation in MP; (a loan from ADB is being used for this?) 

o out of 114 villages in 9 National Parks of the State 30 have been relocated.  
 

o a nuclear power plant is being proposed in Jabalpur/Mandla.  
 

There were two new participants from Jharkhand. One of them shared their initiative of 
organizing Jungle Melas which are used as tools to create awareness amongst the Adivasi Youth 
around forest conservation issues.  

Overall, all partners used the various legal instruments (FRA, RTI, PESA) to resist the 
privatization of resources in Chhattisgarh. Most of the groups present in Ambikapur talked 
about their work with adivasi rights, community mobilisation, legal cases and political 
negotiations; they were also engaged in accessing government schemes NREGA, PDS, PTG, etc., 
that help adivasi people. However, it is unfortunate that so much energy was devoted/lost in 
these fire-fighting activities; where was the time for independent thought and action to work 
on conservation and livelihood matters in a creative way?   

Post lunch sessions: groups 

This effort, of splitting up into four groups, was made to find out what we can do together: 
exchanges, workshops, publications, forays into documentation and research, etc., that can keep 
the EP-network alive through the year and in active contact with each other. The result of this 
session was presented on the second day. 

1. CONSERVATION GROUP 

Concerns for which actions was necessary was: 

a. Regeneration of NTFP 

b. Sustainable Forest Management; how to use the FRA for forest management 

c. Barefoot Ecology: develop a team of community people to read forest signs; this would 
also be a step in the direction of better harvest protocols for NTFPs and indicators of 
forest health; have two workshops to develop this theme, preferably in Bastar 

d. To complete a basic documentation of Wild Foods by April 2012; hold one wild food 
festival 

e.  Write in media about NTFP 

f. If people think that some species of crops need to be conserved and promoted in 
agriculture crops – these should also be included 

g. Regeneration and planting of medicinal plants as NTFP collection is going down at 
alarming rates 
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2. LIVELIHOOD  GROUP 

The issues of concern were:  

a. NTFP has become increasingly non remunerative; their importance is in the realm of 
subsistence 

b. NREGA wages are compared to NTFP by community people; people seem to drop out of  
NTFP-collection if it doesn’t match 

c. Unsustainable harvesting a reasons for reduction in NTFPs 

d. Most families have consumption expenses & need to sell immediately; hence get get 
lower returns; NTFP storage is a problem 

The group formulated an Action Plan for 1 year: 

• More information on wild foods (subsistence NTFPs) 
•  Training on wild product harvest/sustainable harvesting 
• GSMT will go to Kovel Foundation for an exchange visit 
• Jharkhand group will go to Gram Swaraj to see the work on Sal 
• Paper or Case Study: Success story of Mahua business by SHGs in GSMT 
• Expert Group in NTFP EP to advise each partner on livelihood activity 
• FRA individual lands – not good for agriculture, can be used for other NTFP related 

purposes 
• Medicinal plants – traditional use, documentation, promotion 

 

3. ADVOCACY GROUP 

a. How to resist industrialisation and private players from destroying tribal lands and forests 

b. Hold a 2-day meeting in Delhi (within 6 months) – MoRD, Tribal Affairs, Home Affairs 

c. Document the success and failures of PESA and FRA (within 6 months) 

d. To get the CFR claims of 1 or 2 villages recognised 

e. Write the NTFP EP strategy/Position paper 

4. ADIVASI GROUP 

1. PESA areas to be re cognised 

2. Ensure no encroachment of private or government on agricultural tribal lands 

3. Irrigation on agricultural lands 

4. Need government and NGO support to start small industries (kutir udyog) for adivasi people  
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5. Wild Food awareness 

6. FRA land claimed – is used for agriculture without forest destruction 

There were also discussions about the National Institute of Nutrition which can play a role in 
wild foods & on migration amongst adivasi communities 

Day 2  

Visit to Kantaroli 

The object behind visiting Kantroli was to understand the mining issues and the efforts taken 
by the villages against the mining. Mehandilal and Naval (local karyakarta of MSS) gave 
introduced us to the movement and how this particular village faced the pressures of mining. 
Apparently a 100 villages like this one is under the threat of displacement due to coal reserves 
which are within 3-4 feet below the ground. There are 8 coal blocks in the district affecting a 
total of 3300 ha.  

IFFCO has given a proposal for open cast mining and planning a power plant at Udaipur, a village 
near Kantaroli. The Sarpanch of the Udaipur has also rejected the IFFCO proposal but IFFCO 
and the local government institutions are trying to pursue it. The surrounding villages were 
aware about the threats of the mining and have prevented the last attempt to survey the area; 
the process of the surveying for coal mining began in 1990 and the forest department had 
marked nearly 78000 trees for felling. The state offered very little compensation in return for 
this forest; the village people get a lot more each year through the collection of NTFPs. 

The people described their process of demonstration and representation for their land rights. 
This could be said that Gram Sabha activism has kept the coal mining process at abeyance. Since 
2004 the MoEF has not given clearances for coal mining as it has been known to be a threat to 
forest tracts; this is also a strategy used to prevent coal mining and engaging the Ministry. 
Recently Jairam Ramesh, while leaving the ministry gave clearance to the project under the 
condition that the mine shall not be commissioned in the forest area.  

 

After a lunch – arranged by the entire para of the village – we all scattered with different 
guides from the village to explore separate sections of the surrounding sal forest. The forest 
was in good shape and had large trees of the sal and the mixed forest species; winter having 
just begun the first litter of dry leaves was visible on the ground. From some conversations and 
observations we realized that: 

a. there was a village group that regularly patrolled the forest; other village people were 
prevented from using their forest 

b. the collection of chireta was ongoing 

c. quite a few men carried small bows with arrows/slingshots for birds 
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d. some people were in the forest to dig for yams 

e. and poor Sneh was a witness to a large tree being felled for honey! 

f. There were ample sources of perennial water quite near the village 

g. The other para of the village had a few men who had supported the mining earlier; 
apparently these men had now turned around and had attended the meeting were had 
before lunch 

h. There was no trace of mahua during our visit; however good quality ganja was easily 
available. 

After the field visit Kishore Choudary from SAMATA made an excellent presentation about 
what one is able to do, at the community level, in the event of a mining company at ones 
doorstep. Essentially, he the talked about various phases such as the survey phase, the mining 
plan phase, which can be enquired into by the RTI. A knowledge of these can then be used to see 
the violations of the PESA and the FRA, as well as other Forest Acts that are already in place. 
One can thus challenge the state for commissioning of mines in such areas. Kishore briefly 
shared some information about Greenfield and Brownfield mining, one when mining is just 
beginning and one when it has already happened before.  

Prof J.P.Rao updated us about the Polavaram dam whose waters would flood three states 
(Chhattisgarh, Orissa, AP) in case it is completed as planned. As of now most activities have 
been stalled, essentially due to lack of funds and the orders of the Supreme Court. 

Day 3  

A half day session of the NTFP EP Partners 

Matters discussed were:  

1. Our own website: initial formation has been done and now it needs to be populated with 
information, photos, etc. This was shown to the partners. Keystone to follow up with partners 
for articles, information and link it to other partner websites 

2. Immediate priority needs to be given on the booklet concerning success stories related to 
PESA and FRA – this can be inaugurated in the Delhi meeting. Krishna and Krishna will take up 
responsibility for doing this and write a concept note on the proposed workshop 

3. A letter will be written to the National Institute of Nutrition to work on Wild Foods (who will 
do this?) 

4. Training on wild food documentation & different aspects related to that in Bastar. This will 
also include training on concepts related to barefoot ecology 

5. Exchanges: 

• GSMT will go to Kovel Foundation for an exchange visit 
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• Jharkhand group will go to Gram Swaraj to see the work on Sal 
• Gram Swaraj to Kovel – Tamarind 

6.  By April 2012 – there will be a publication on Wild Foods 

7. A visit will be organised for all partners to see CFR claims and management to Mendha Lekha – 
Econet to co-ordinate 

8. Regularise seed database by April and give a list per area  

9. Partners to write a stock of articles/stories for Voices – so that it is not a last minute crisis 

10. It was discussed that the desk/hubs concept was working well and could be expanded – 
Mahua Desk – for LEAF and a Marketing desk for RCDC was suggested 

11. Kovel Krishna asked about exchanges and exposure at the regional level – however due to lack 
of funding and financial problems – these have stopped over the past 2-3 years. These will be 
facilitated as soon as possible and include:  

 Resin exchanges India & Vietnam/Cambodia 
 FRA/Ancestral Domain related exchanges – India & Philippines 

12. There was a discussion related to adding the central Indian partners in the google group – it 
was possible to do that. Special correspondence related to project reporting could be done 
between specific people. For passing information or planning events etc, all partners can be 
included. Krishna Kovel asked about the system related to entry/exit policy of partners in the 
network – but it was felt that this was an informal network and should be free of many rules, 
etc.  
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